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Context for the solar cycle



Context for the solar cycle

Böhm-Vitense 2007
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Magnetic fields and tidal locking – reconsidering the “habitable zone”
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Stellar ages from clusters

Ordenovic+2018



Calcium H&K emission

Proxy for the strength and filling-factor of magnetic field

Photosphere                                                                                                                       Chromosphere 



Mount Wilson S-index

Duncan+1991
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Mount Wilson HK survey (1966-2003)

Baliunas+1995

• Started by O. Wilson in
1966 using MWO 2.5m
for a sample of 91 stars

• Increased cadence in the
1980s using MWO 1.5m
for hundreds of stars

• Survey stopped in 2003,
after more than 35 years
of observations



Seasonal rotation measurements

Donahue+1993,1996

• Observations with daily
cadence started in 1980s
to measure rotation rates

• Different rotation periods
in different seasons, as
active latitudes migrate

• Larger range of observed
periods for younger stars,
probes differential rotation



Skumanich relation

Skumanich 1972

• Observations of rotation
and activity in the Sun
and a few young clusters

• Rotation and activity
decline together roughly
with square-root of age

• No stars beyond the age
of the Sun, so relation is
untested in this regime



Standard model of rotational evolution

Bouvier 2008
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Stellar rotation from Kepler

Garcia+2014
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Stellar ages from Kepler

Chaplin & Miglio 2013



Weakened magnetic braking suspected

van Saders+2016

• Older Kepler field stars
rotate more quickly than
expected from theory

• Discrepancy appears at
critical Rossby number,
Ro = ( P

rot
 / τ

c
 ) ~ Ro



• Models with weakened
magnetic braking beyond
Ro


 reproduce the data



Weakened magnetic braking confirmed

van Saders+2019, Hall+2021, David+2022

• Distribution of rotation
periods in the Kepler field
shows long-period edge

• No detection bias: rotation
from asteroseismology
shows similar distribution

• Pile-up confirmed: sample
with precise Teff shows
range of ages near edge



1. slow rotation becomes non-differential

Featherstone & Hindman 2016

2. loss of shear disrupts field conversion 3. decaying dipole stalls braking

 Higgins 2012    Reville+2015



Activity level evolves continuously with age

Huber+2022

• Activity of solar analogs
and asteroseismic targets
decline continuously

• Solar dipole field is ~1 G
while unstructured quiet
Sun has 〈 B 〉 ~170 G

• Disruption of large-scale
organization is irrelevant
to integrated activity level



Variability is Sun-like before disappearing

Egeland+2017, Tripathi+2021, Kitchatinov 2022

• Variability in young solar
analogs is multi-periodic,
often appears irregular

• Sun-like cycles appear
at high Rossby number,
evolving to “flat activity”

• Grand minima could be
intermittency as activity
evolves across threshold 

(0.5 Gyr)

(2.6 Gyr)

(4.6 Gyr)

(...)



Cycles grow longer and weaker in old stars

Metcalfe & van Saders 2017

• Stalled rotation coincides
with longer activity cycles
and weaker variability

• Same pattern observed
in hotter and cooler stars
at same Rossby number

• Position of 166620 above
the lower sequence is an
outlier similar to the Sun 



Credit: NOAOPART 3: LATEST RESULTS



Evolutionary sequence: F-type stars

Metcalfe+2019,2021

● 88 Leo: detection of large-
scale field, modeled by
dipole with B

d
 = 5.0 G

• ρ CrB: upper limits on
field strength suggest a
torque < 8% of 88 Leo

• Dominated by changes in
field morphology, but ZDI
needed for confirmation

4.13 x 1030 erg

< 0.296-0.337 x 1030 erg

2.4 Gyr

9.8 Gyr



Evolutionary sequence: solar analogs

Petit+2008, Boro Saikia+2020, Metcalfe+2022

Bd=1.34 G
Bq=2.01 G
Bo=0.86 G

0.373 x 1030 erg

Bd=5.13 G
Bq=2.88 G
Bo=1.34 G

4.77 x 1030 erg

< 0.316-0.494 x 1030 erg

< 0.302-0.375 x 1030 erg

3.7 Gyr

2.6 Gyr

7.0 Gyr



HD 166620: grand minimum

Baum+2022, Luhn+2022

Pcyc=15.8 yr, Prot=42.4 d • Showed a clear Sun-like
activity cycle during the
Mount Wilson survey

• Keck data are consistent
in the late-90s, constant
activity level after 2003

• Critical Rossby number
corresponds to the mean
activity level during cycles



Evolution of magnetic complexity

• Saturation regime: 
range of rotation rates at
constant activity level

• Skumanich regime: 
rotation rate and activity
level decline together  

• Decoupled regime: 
activity level evolves at
constant rotation rate

Garraffo+2018
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Credit: NASA



• Magnetic stellar evolution takes an unexpected turn
beyond the middle of main-sequence lifetimes

• Slow rotation becomes uniform, breaks the Ω-effect,
stalls magnetic braking as large-scale field decays

• New understanding can explain why the 11-year solar
cycle does not follow the pattern shown by other stars 

• Older G- and K-stars offer a stable environment, may
be the best places to search for advanced civilizations

Summary of conclusions


